An ATP-linked structural change in protein kinase A precedes phosphoryl transfer under physiological magnesium concentrations.
The kinetic mechanism for the catalytic subunit of protein kinase A was evaluated using physiological concentrations of free magnesium (0.5 mM) and a rapid quench flow technique. When the enzyme is pre-equilibrated with ATP, the peptide substrate, LRRASLG (Kemptide), is phosphorylated in a biphasic manner with a rapid, exponential "burst" phase (kb) followed by a slower, linear phase (kL) that corresponds to the steady-state kinetic rate. Both the amplitude and the substrate-rate dependence of the initial, burst phase indicate that the rate of phosphoryl transfer is fast (approximately 500 s-1) and does not limit turnover (45 s-1). Viscosity studies indicate that, while Kemptide is in rapid equilibrium, ATP does not exchange rapidly with the active site and kcat/KATP is limited by the rate constant for nucleotide encounter. When the pre-steady-state kinetic experiments are initiated with ATP, a lag phase is observed at low ATP concentrations consistent with rate-limiting association. At high ATP concentrations (>1 mM), a burst phase is observed but the rate and amplitude are low on the basis of the bimolecular rate constant for ATP association and the rate constant for phosphoryl transfer. The kinetic data indicate that the phosphoryl transfer step is fast at physiological magnesium concentrations, but an ATP-linked conformational change precedes this step, limiting the burst phase rate constant. Simulations of the pre-steady-state kinetic transients indicate that turnover (45 s-1) is limited both by net product release (70 s-1) and by this structural change (170 s-1). This structural change may also occur at high free magnesium concentrations, but it must be significantly faster than 170 s-1 and, consequently, not rate-limiting for turnover (kcat = 20 s-1 at 10 mM free Mg2+). We propose that this conformational event is an obligatory component of the kinetic pathway and includes a movement of the catalytic residues necessary for supporting phosphoryl group donation.